
Name:____________________________                surface or space               Project number:_______

           Grade Earned:

If this box is checked, you are invited to store this project upstairs for possible inclusion in the WASH Greatest 
Hits Exhibition at the end of the semester.

WASH Studio Grading Criteria:
If you have any questions about how your grade was 
earned bring it to the attention of your WASH faculty 

within TEN days of receiving this grade sheet. 
Highlighted terms indicate areas that need improvement.

high 
quality 

{A}

quality 
{B}

average 
{C}

needs 
significant 
work {D}

lacking 
apparent 
effort {F}

DESIGN 
point; value; line; mass; volume; directional force; contrast; 
scale; color; plane; space;  motion;  repetition; size; unity & 
variety; shape; time; texture; words & sound;  proportion;  
balance; emphasis & subordination; composition; design 
sensitivity; visual organization; unfinished design

CRAFT 
cutting; folding; gluing; attaching; material choices 
work fell apart; surface choices; style sensitivity; priming;  
editing; pacing; tempo; blending; carving; material 
sensitivity; measuring;  underpainting;  color mixing/
blending/use; layering; detail; sanding; skill accuracy; color 
scheme/relationships; building; armature; stray marks

CONCEPT 
conceptually thoughtful; idea is clear; 
visual communication; unfinished; evidence of research; 
metaphor; moving beyond your first idea; 
moving beyond cliche/expected icons;
idea development brainstorming; 
idea is supported by design choices

Presentation + Critique 
name on the back of the work; unfinished; 
audience is not considered; on time at start of critique; 
structure/frame/display format;  display/label; lighting                                                        
note taking/sketching during critique;                                                                              
self reflection competed thoughtfully; 
installed & deinstalled thoughtfully;      
respectful/attentive; proximity of work; presentation distracts                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
listen/communicate respectfully; verbal feedback; 
written feedback; accurately using artistic language;
work demonstrates care                                                                                                                        

Problem Solving + Artistic Process
ambition; creativity innovation; unique solution    
exceeded project goals; demonstrating skill;
risk taking & trying new things {not being afraid to fail}            
productive during studio; helpful to others in studio;       
prepared with all materials; work demonstrates care;      
following projects guidelines; artistic growth is demonstrated
participation in artistic process {trial & error in making}
teachable in positive & constructive feedback;
engaged in active thinking; brainstorming; depth in research

Initials of WASH Faculty who collaboratively evaluated your project: _______  & _______.  Store grade sheet neatly in your Visual Journal.
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